Travel Stretch
speed = distance
time

distance = speed × time

time = distance
speed

mi/h Jack and Jill travel up a hill at a speed of 2 mi/h. They travel back down the hill at
21.___________
a speed of 4 mi/h. What is their average speed for the entire trip? Express your
answer as a mixed number.

:
p.m. At 2:20 p.m., Jack is at the top of the hill and starts walking down at the exact same time
22.___________
that Jill, who is at the bottom of the hill, starts walking up. If they maintain the same uphill
and downhill speeds from the previous problem, and the distance from the bottom to the
top of the hill is 1.5 miles, at what time will Jack and Jill meet?

yards When Jack and Jill meet, as described in the previous problem, how many yards will they
23.___________
be from the bottom of the hill?

minutes Alysha’s average speed when walking from home to the market is 5 mi/h,
24.___________
and it takes her 21 minutes longer than when she drives to the market. If
Alysha drives to the market, along the same route, at an average speed
that is eight times her average walking speed, how many minutes does it
take her to drive from home to the market?

MARKET

miles Based on problem 24, how many miles does Alysha travel to get from home to the market?
25.___________

minutes
26.___________

Jana begins jogging along a path and, 5 minutes later, Zhao begins riding his
bicycle along the same path, which has a length of 2 miles. Zhao rides his
bicycle at a speed of 10 mi/h, and Jana’s jogging speed is 6 mi/h. If they both
begin at one end of the path and end at the other, how many minutes after
Zhao reaches the end of the path will Jana reach the end of the path?

minutes Based on problem 26, how many minutes after Zhao begins riding will he catch up with
27.___________
Jana? Express your answer as a mixed number.

miles Again, based on problem 26, how many miles will Jana have traveled when Zhao catches
28.___________
up with her? Express your answer as a mixed number.

mi/h
29.___________

Ansel left the dock in his motorboat, traveled 10 miles, and then returned
to the dock along the same route. On the return trip, Ansel was traveling
against the current of the river, and his average speed relative to the
water was 20 mi/h. If the round-trip took Ansel 64 minutes, what is the
speed of the river’s current?

30.___________ Based on problem 29, what fraction of Ansel’s total travel time was spent traveling
upstream? Express your answer as a common fraction.
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